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30.8 450/O Power Saving in a 0.25pm BiCMOS 10Gb/s be used to terminate the load resistance at the right-hand (laser-
50Q2-Terminated Packaged Active-Load Laser driving) output. Of course, the reverse is also true. Similar driv-
Driver er designs have appeared in the literature, without, however, anawareness of their output-matching capabilities.

Emre Ayrancil2, Kenn Christensen3, Pietro Andreanil The 28x66,m2 active-load laser driver is implemented in a
0.25,um BiCMOS process with an fT of 70GHz for the NPN bipo-

tehnicalUopnivgers Sofudenm, 'k lar transistor. The opamp is a simple differential-input single-
IntCopnhcsAgen, skoide, Denmark output stage, because it is able to provide enough low-frequency

IPtronic' A/S, Roskilde,Denmark loop gain and at the same time maximize the loop bandwidth.
The value of the feedback resistors R, is set to lkQ and it has lit-The race folr higher speed alnd lowelr power consumuption inL cheap- tlimatomtcngThGB ofheopgins-1 Hz

er communication ICs does not appear to ever abate. This is par- tle impact on matching The GBW of the loop gain is 10GHz[
ticularly true for the circuits at the interface of optical communi-
cation systems, where it iS desirable to exploit the full data rate Telsrdie rw m rmaiVspl.Tetreecallow bysotical fersatis muchraspblewoexplthie still ensurin laser is a low-current VCSEL (see e.g. [2]), although nothing in
managabowerbyoptical dibersasipa .Auccs tos emrleaancdsiliong the proposed technique prevents the use of higher currents, if

processe povidesabrteorcea c to stay cetitivin needed for driving more power-hungry lasers. Since the auxiliaryopamp only draws an additional 0.5mA, the overall current drawthis market, but innovative design techniques and circuit solu- is reduced by 4.5mA (i.e., 45%), when compared to the standard
tions are equally or even more important. The measurement laser-driver design of Fig. 30.8.1 that needs lOmA for the same
results show that using the proposed architecture shown in Fig. signl denth
30.8.2, the power consumption of the standard laser driver of Fig. output signal current
30.8.1 (see e.g. [1]) is reduced almost by half. The active-load laser driver, which is part of a larger design, is

mrounted on a 49-pin 6x6mm2 plastic-BGA (PBGA) package andAlthough the laser diode iS usually driveln single-ended, the laser tse.Fgr 084sostertr osfrte2otusdriver~~~~~~~~~~~~~itel isimlmne'sadfeenilsaenodrt tested. FiguLre 30.8.4 shows the retuLrn loss for the 2 outpuLts,
driver itselfisrrentimplentd am ae d erentialy asconstage,into r

when they are driven separately and single-ended. These returnkeep~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-thvurn rwrmtepoe upya osata losses, although rather high in the vicinity of 5GHEz, are sufficienLtpossible. This measure minimizes the amount of signal noise '
injected into the power supply, which would be intolerable in a for the application.
single-ended laser dlriver, due to the large curlrents needed tomodulae-then laser. Inorder,d tok the des

c

sym etrca as The eye diagram of the laser driver is shown in Fig. 30.8.5 for thernodulate the laser. In order to keep the design as symmretrical as noiadtareoflGs.Temsumnsaepromdpossible, the unused output of the laser driver is loaded in the ona datrae of 1G/.h measueets are performd' ~~~~~~~~~~onLa stand-alonLe block, which imnplies that both driver inLputs anLdsame way as the laser-driving output, typically with a 50Q trans- d
mission line. The output resistors H,t of the driver must then drivecr outputs adre loaded by the package. Since in a real-life

have a value of 50Q as well, to properly terminate the transmis- w

sion lines. This choice, however,implestheye diagram is actually expected. Finally, only a very slight dif-sion~~~~~line.Thscoc,hwvr.mle hthl ftesga ference iS detected comnparinLg the eye diaglram with that for the
current does not reach the laser, but is wasted on R, This trans- standr lseredriverofpFig 3.1 Adiegra ph of the
lates directly in a doubling of the required bias current, and acead laser driver is shown3in8Fi. 30.8.6.
therefore of the power consumption, for a desired modulation cur-
rent. This is indeed an expensive price to be paid for achieving Acknowledgements:
impedance matching, and it is therefore desirable to investigate All measurements have been taken at Intel Copenhagen, Denmark, with
alternative design approaches to save power. the invaluable help of Ole Christensen and Thorkild Franck with his team.

We would like to thank Marat Chusnutdinov from Intel Vilnius for the
It is possible to allow high output impedances in the driver, and valuable discussions, We are grateful to Paul Weldon, Ulrich Keil, and
still enforce500-load impedance matching, by resorting to feed- Martin Lobel, and to the whole analog/high-speed group at Intel

still enforce~~~~~~~~~~~~~Copenhagen, for theiLr never falLteriLng support.back. Each single-ended load impedance can be used to provide
the correct termination for the other (single-ended) load imped- References:
ance. Therefore, the impedance at one output is mirrored to the [1] Datasheet of Intel LXT17001 10Gb/s Laser Driver IC, Dec., 2005.
other output, and vice versa. The only drawback of this solution [21 Datasheet of 10Gb/s 850nm VCSELs HFE6x9x-56x, Advanced Optical
is that it only applies to AC-coupled lasers. The simplified Components, Apr., 2005.
schematic of the active-load laser driver is shown in Fig. 30.8.2,
where PMOS transistors replace the output resistances.
Feedback is introduced by the 2 resistances Rf and the opamp A
driving the PMOS gates. If the gain of the feedback loop is large,
then it is safe to assume that VC, is equal to the bias voltage VBIAS,
i.e., V,m is fixed. To show that each load resistor basically sees an
impedance equal to the other load resistor, the circuit in Fig.
30.8.3 is used. In this circuit, the right-side load is substituted by
a small-signal current source Ii, generating the small-signal volt-
age Vi. Since VCM is fixed, then the same node has a zero small-
signal voltage, which immediately results in V,=-Vi. Using
Kirchoff's current law (KCL) at the output node, IM2 can be writ-
ten as IM2 = Vi/R - V/Rlo,,= Vi/RH + Vi/H,10, Since IM1= IM2, KCL at
the input node finally yields I = 2VI/R + V/RH,0. Therefore, the
input impedance HR becomes

_
I load R

which can be simplified to Hoo H,o if Hf»H>Rod Thus, as previous-
ly stated, the load resistance at the left-hand (unused) output can
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Figure 30.8.1: Traditional implementation of the laser driver. Figure 30.8.2: Proposed implementation of the laser driver, based on active loads.
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Figure 30.8.3: Small-signal analysis of the single-ended output impedance in the Frequency [GHz]
active-load laser driver. Figure 30.8.4: Return loss for both outputs of the active-load laser driver.
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